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1 Introduction 

The processes induced by negative muon stopped in mixtures of 

hydrogen isotopes with admixtures of Z > 1 elements have been 

studied for some time already; however, some interesting questions 

about the processes remain open. Research of nuclear fusion in 

charge-asymmetric muonic molecules like httZ ( h = p, d, t is a hy

drogen isotope, Z is an isotope of helium, lithium, beryllium etc.) 

allows extending the energy region of investigation of strong inter

actions to very low energies ( e V + ke V), which cannot be reached in 

accelerator experiments. The properties of strong interactions such 

as charge symmetry or isotopic invariance are all experimentally es

tablished mainly in the MeV region and, up to now, have only been 

extrapolated to t~e;ow-energy region [1]. 

The study of fusion reactions between light nuclei is important also 

for astrophysics. Specifically, this study is relevant to the nuclear 

reactions which took place in the process of primordial nucleosyn

thesis just after the Big Bang, and those occuring in stars, where 

light elements are produced. For example, in stars and in the Galaxy 

one finds a deficiency of light nuclei (except for 4H e) compared with 

predictions based on the theory of thermonuclear reactions and gen

erally adapted models. To explain this phenomenon, modified star 

models are usually proposed, which assume that in the extrapolation 

of nuclear cross sections from accelerator energies to the astrophys

ical energy region ( rv ke V) no resonances or other anomalies of the 
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cross sections occur. It cannot be excluded, however, that nuclear 

cross sections have a resonance character, which could lead to in

tensive burning of light elements in stars [1]. 

Most theoretical and experimental studies of asymmetric muontc 

molecules have been devoted to the hf-lH e systems. Recently, the 

dynamics of muonic atom cascade in hydrogen-helium mixtures was 

considered in [2]. This is important [3] for the investigation of the 

nuclear fusion reactions: 1 

and dJ1 4He 

df-l3He ~ {a+ p(14.7MeV) + f-l 
5Li + i(16.4MeV) + f-l 

,\ 6 

dJ1
4
He ~ Li + i(1.48MeV) + /-l. 

( 1) 

(2) 

However, time-evolution of the cascade processes was not considered 

there. The experimental investigation of fast processes in muonic 

atoms became possible due to development of short-time technique 

and essential improvement of time-resolution of detectors for regis

tration of nuclear radiation. The experimental information about 

characteristics of the cascade of muonic hydrogen could be obtained 

as a rule by the measurement of yields and time-distributions of the 

muonic x-ray of the hydrogen isotopes and Z > 1 admixtures in 

hydrogen targets 
2

• Therefore, the comparison of experimental and 
1

Taking into account the importance of reactions (1) and (2) we shall mainly consider the 
dynamics of muonic cascade in deuterium-helium mixtures. 

2
In fact, information about dynamics of cascade could be improved by development of 

Auger spectroscopy. The measurement of time distributions of electrons of muon decay in 

2 

,,, 

theoretical yields and time-distributions of the muonic x-rays may 

allow one to test the description of the real muonic cascade. Con

sequently, the measurements of intensity of delayed K-lines could 

enable one to determine the population of the 2s-state of muonic 

hydrogen as well as the scheme of the cascade used in the calcula

tions. 

The measurement of x-ray yields of muonic helium in hydrogen

helium mixtures enables one to obtain the muon transfer rates from 

hydrogen to helium (in comparison with experimental data obtained 

in pure hydrogen mixtures) and to check the scheme of the cas

cade. The comparison of the experimental and calculated rela

tive intensities of K-lines, i.e. K01 / K, K13j K and K .. J K (where 

K = Ka + K13 + [{"'~ + Kv) as well as the ratios of intensities l\01 / K13, 

K13j K'Y etc. in pure hydrogen mixtures and those containing Z > 1 

admixtures, can allow one to investigate the dynamics of muon

ic cascade. The determination of population of excited states of 
r 

muonic hydrogen and muonic helium for different principal quan-

tum number n in hydrogen-helium mixtures by measurement of the 

corresponding x-rays may let one to verify the scheme of muonic 

cascade as well as muon transfer process. 

The analysis of time-evolution of muonic cascade should allow one 

to choose experimental conditions for which it is possible to obtain 

information about cascade needed for correct comparison with the

ory. Such time-evolution data can give very important additional 

muonic hydrogen could give additional information about muonic atom cascade in mixtures 
of hydrogen isotopes with Z > 1 admixtures. 
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information about exotic systems. 

The present paper is devoted to determination of time-dependence 

of population of excited levels of muonic atoms during cascade deex

citation process as well as of the dependence of muon transfer rates 

to helium nuclei on target density ,P and helium concentration CHe· 

2 Cascade model 

The number of d11H e molecules formed is proportional to the num

ber of muonic deuterium atoms, dJ1, in the ground state, which is 

determined by the probability [2] 

W He 
W = D · q!s' (3) 

where Wn is the probability of formation of d11 atom in the excit

ed state (with principal quantum number n ~ Jm~fme = 14) and 

q{;,e is the probability of deexcitation of the muonic deuterium to its 

ground state (ground state population). Following [2] we determine 

Wn = (1 + ~:e A)-1
, ( 4) 

where Cn is deuterium concentration (CHe + Cn = 1) and A is the 

ratio of the muon capture rates for helium and deuterium: A = 

1.7 ±0.2 [2] (the analogous ratio for protium and deuterium is equal 

1.204 in H2 + D2 mixture (4]). 

As shown in the previous investigations, the ground state of muon-

4 

ic atom is reached only by a fraction of formed originally excited 

muonic hydrogen atoms owing to muon transfer to heavier hydro

gen isotopes or to Z > 1 nuclei, e.g. to He. As cascade evolution 

occurs in a very short time (::0 w-n s at liquid hydrogen density, 

LH D) in the scale of muonic atom processes, the experimental in

formation about numerous processes occuring during deexcitation of 

muonic atom is poor. At the same time, the theoretical predictions, 

especially concerning the early stages of the muonic cascade are al

so not fully determined [5]. Therefore, the research of alternative 

methods of obtaining information about Wand corresponding Wn 

and qf.e is very important. The agreement between experimental 

and theoretical data obtained using analogous assumptions about 

the cascade scheme for pure hydrogen targets and hydrogen-helium 

mixtures could provide a basis to extend this scheme to considera

tion of time-evolution processes. 

The basic cascade processes are the following [2,6, 7]: radiative and 

Auger deexcitation, Stark mixing, Coulomb deexcitation, elastic 

scattering responsible for the thermalization of the muonic hydrogen 

and muon transfer from excited muonic hydrogen to other nuclei. 

According to [2,6] we assume constant energy c = 0.04 7 2eV of 

the muonic atom during the cascade. As the accurate calculation 

of Auger and Coulomb deexcitation rates on helium nuclei are still 

absent, as well as the deexcitation rates of 2s level owing to Stark 

mixing with 2p level in the field of helium nucleus, we follow the 

approximation used in [2]. The corresponding Auger rates are ap-
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proxima ted by 2AA, where AA are calculated according to formula 

(8) of ref. [8] with replacement of ionization energy of the hydrogen 

atom (molecule) by helium ionisation energy, h, = 24.68el/ (see 

Table 1 of [2]). The reaction rates for Coulomb deexcitation, Stark 

mixing, transitions between 2s and 2p, and induced 2s -+ 2p -+ 1s 

transitions are supposed to be the same as those for collisions of 

muonic deuterium with tritium and are taken from [9] and [6], re

spectively. The rates of muon transfer from muonic deuterium to 

helium nuclei for n ::::; 5 have been calculated in [10]. As there are 

no theoretical data for muon transfer to helium from n > 5, the cor

responding values were used as in [2] to be same as the transfer rate 

for n = 5. According to [5] we suppose that the initial n distribution 

is peaked around n = 12, so our calculations of the cascade param

eters are based on the solution of a system of kinetic equations with 

the initial population of the state q~e = 1 for the cascade scheme 

presented by Fig.l with secondary radiative and Auger transitions 

taken from Table 1 in [2] and Table 15 in [11] recalculated for the 

muon mass. 

We take into account the 3 -+ 2 Coulomb transition, which was 

not considered in [2,13], and Stark transitions between the sublevels 

with orbital angular momentum l for n = 3 i.e. between 3d, 3p and 

3s [12] 3
• We assume statistical population of !-sublevels for n > 3 

[7a,b]. 

3 The rates of Stark mixing were kindly provided to us by V.P.Popov. 
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3 Results of calculations 

In order to verify cascade scheme of Fig.l we compare some of its 

calculated characteristics with the experimental data for pure Hz 

and D2 as well as for their mixtures with He isotopes in a wide 

range of¢ and CHe· For example comparison was done of the cal

culated and experimental data for relative intensities of K-lines of 

pfJ and djJ atoms in pure H2 and D2 , respectively, and for qfse. 

The time-evolution of cascade processes is presented here for the 

first time, which can be very important for understanding the com

plex dynamics of muonic cascade. Earlier [2,13], we considered for 

comparison with experiments (see ref. [25] in [2]) only single char

acteristics of the cascade, qfse, for Hz +4 He at¢= (2.3 7 4.5)% 

and Cwe = 0.05 7 0.5. As follows from Fig.6 and Table 2 in [2] the 

agreement between theoretical and experimental qfse is possible if 

one assumes c ~ 27!5el/. In the present paper we extend our con

sideration to comparison of our calculations of relative intensities 

of /{-lines with the available experimental data. Such comparison 

requires inclusion of 3 -+ 2 Coulomb deexcitation which was ignored 

in [2,13]. 

However, there exists wide uncertainty in the calculation of Coulomb 

deexcitation rates obtained by different methods [9a,b,c]. In our 

calculations we use different assumptions about the contribution of 

Coulomb deexcitation to the cascade development by scaling its rate: 

Ac = K:A, where 10 = 1 corresponds to Coulomb rates obtained in 

[9a). 
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We consider 3 -+ 2 Coulomb deexcitation rate as free parameter 

for fitting the calculated relative intensities of Ka, KiJ and K~ to 

corresponding experimental data in pure H2 and D 2 • The ratio of 

4 -+ 3 and 3 -+ 2 rates is also obtained from fits to experimental 

intensities of the K-lines 4 • 

The ratios of other Coulomb deexcitation rates were taken from [9c] 

multiplied by corresponding correction factor. However, they influ

ence only weakly the calculated intensities of f{ -lines and could be 

taken, in fact, from any of the paper [9a,b,c]. 

The results of our calculations of the different characteristics of 

muonic hydrogen cascade obtained for hydrogen-helium mixtures 

with Coulomb deexcitation rates from [9c] are presented in Figs 2-

5. Figs 6 illustrates our calculation of [{-line intensities for pure 

H2 and D2 with Coulomb deexcitation ·rates obtained by fitting the 

calculated results to experimental data. 

Figs.2a-c show the results of calculations of l!'(t, ¢) in D2 +3 He 

mixture obtained fore= 0.04eV with CHe = 0.05. As can be seen, 

the ground state 1s and the excited state n = 3 reach maximal pop

ulations for t 2': 10-10 s and t c:,; 10-10 s, respectively. 

The number of muons transferred to helium from muonic deu

terium, N~r(t,¢), has also been calculated fore = 0.04eV and 

.. Untortunately the 4 -to 3 Coulomb deexcitation rate was absent in {9a]. 
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CHe = 0.05 in D2 +3 He (Figs.3a-c). The maximum number of 

transferred muons corresponds to Njr ( t > 10-10 s) = 20%. 

Fig.4 shows the results of our calculations for the relative K 

x-ray yields i.e. ha(t, ¢) for 2p -+ 1s transition, h 0 (t, ¢) for 

3p -+ 1s transition, h,(t, ¢) for 4p -+ ls transition, and hv(t, ¢) 

for (5p-+ ls) + (6p-+ ls) + (7p-+ 1s) + ... transitions obtained for 

e = 0.04eV and CHe = 0.05 in D 2 +3 He. 

Fig.5 demonstrates the agreement of our calculated qf.' with the 

experimental data for H2+3He (¢ = 5.2%) and H2+4He (¢ = 7.36%) 

mixtures [14]. 

The experimental qf/ data in H2 + 4 He and H2 +3 He agree with 

the calculated ones within the experimental errors for e ~ 2e V. The 

comparison for H2 +4 He at¢= (2.374.5)% [2,15] also indicates for 

e ~ 2 7 5eVas well as experimental data for q1• in H2 + D2 mixture 

[16]. 

The ¢-dependence of relative intensities of K-lines in pure H2 and 

D2 in the range (10-5 71) is presented in Fig. 6a and b, respectively, 

together with the experimental data of Refs. [17-24]. 

As can be seen in Fig. 6a for pure H2 , good agreement between 

theory and experiment is possible for the rate of Coulomb 3 -+ 2 

transition~ 9 · 1011s-1 (LHD) that exceeds by a factor of about 

1.5 ·103 the result of[9c] fore= leV and by about 100 that of [9b] . 

Our rate exceeds corresponding result of [9a] by a factor 9. If one 
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assumes that muonic hydrogen in the n = 3 state is thermalized i.e. 

c = 0.04eV, our 3 -7 2 Coulomb rate exceeds by a factor of about 

440 times the result of [9c], that of [9b] by ~ 30 and only by 2. 7 

that of [9a]. 

Fig.6b shows us, that for pure D2 , good agreement between the

ory and experiment is possible for the 3 -7 2 transition rate ~ 

4.8 ·10
11 s-1 that exceeds by ~ 2 ·104 correspondent result of [9c] for 

c = leV and by~ 5 · 103 for c = 0.04eV. Unfortunately we cannot 

compare our results for dJ.L with data of [9a] as only mesic protium 

was considered there. 

For PJ.L atoms the ratio of Coulomb rates of 3 -7 2 and 4 -+ 3 transi

tions is smaller by a factor of 2 compared with dJ.L ones. At the same 

time the rate of 3 -+ 2 Coulomb transition of PJ.L atoms is two times 

larger than that of dj.L. The Coulomb transitions for n > 4 do not 

strongly influence the intensities of K-lines. The ratio of Coulomb 

rates for 3 -+ 2 and 4-+ 3 transitions contradicts the results of [9c] 

being at the same time in good agreement with ones obtained in 

[9b]. 

It is necessary to note that the results of calculations of Coulomb 

deexcitation rates obtained in [9c] (corresponding to K ~ 0.01 which 

gives a contribution to intensities of K-lines coincided, in fact, with 

K = 0) evidently disagree with the experimental data for K, and 

K13 intensities. It can be possibly explained by the fact that the 

method of complex plane is not applicable to nonresonant reaction 

of Coulomb deexcitation [9c] with great energy gain. The critique 
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of the approach of [9c] has also been given in [9b]. 

At the same time, the intensity of K 7 is not so sensitive to Coulomb 

deexcitation contribution, which, in fact, agrees also with Fig.3 in 

[17]. 

It is necessary to note that the 3 -+ 2 Coulomb transition is very 

important for the agreement of theory with experiment for K, and 

K 13 at least for ¢ > 10-3 . The rates obtained from the analysis 

of K-line intensities significantly exceed the results of [9b,c] being, 

however, in better agreement with those of [9a]. 

The small disagreement of the calculated curves for I\13 and A·.., 

for pJ.L-atoms in Fig.6a with experimental data for density range 

10-5 ..;-10-4 and 10-2 75·10-2 , respectively, can be possibly explained 

by absence in our consideration of any partial Stark transitions be

tween /-sublevels for n > 4, which reflects, in fact, the assumption 

of statistical population of the corresponding /-sublevels. Except 

of this we do not consider partial Coulomb transitions ( n, l) -+ 

(n - 1, l- 1) for n ;::: 4 using only averaged Coulomb ones with 

statistical populations of /-sublevels of n' = n - 1. As for partial 

Coulomb transitions 3d -+ 2p, 3p -+ 2s and 3s -+ 2p we used aver

aged 3 -+ 2 rate with a statistical population of 3d, 3p and 3s. 

The Coulomb transitions with b.n = 2, 3 ... should probably be also 

taken into account in addition to b.n = 1, although their contribu

tion is smaller at least by one order of magnitude [9a]. 

It is necessary to model the initial population of n and l which may 

importantly influence the populations of /-sublevels for n = 2 ..;- 4, 

11 



being more important for Coulomb fraction of cascade deexcitation. 

Information about energy distribution of muonic atoms in the above 

mentioned states is also important. 

One of the important problem is explanation of the high 3 -+ 2 tran

sition rate by resonant mechanism for Coulomb deexcitation [7b] or 

by the possibility that molecular structure effects are more impor

tant at large </>-

The 3 -+ 2 and 4 -+ 3 Coulomb deexcitation should be compara

ble with the corresponding Auger transitions or exceed them, being 

also responsible for acceleration of mesic hydrogen [9b] observed in 

numerous experiments. 

As relative intensities of K-lines depend less on c the extraction of 

possible Coulomb deexcitation contribution by comparison with ex

·periment is more definite than by analogous comparison for qfs'. 

In conclusion, we would like to underline that the accurate analysis 

of main characteristics of muonic cascade in pure H2 and D2 as well 

as in their mixtures with helium isotopes in a wide range of </> and 

CHe was performed in the present paper by comparison with the 

corresponding experimental data. For qf.' good agreement between 

theory and experiment was obtained for Cs.•H, = 0 71 and </> = 0 71 

taking into account also the results of the previous paper [2]. 

Good agreement was also obtained for relative intensities of I(,, K 13 

and K-, lines in pure H2 and D2 • Moreover, the comparison of rel

ative intensities of K" and K13 lines with experiment enabled us to 

select Coulomb deexcitation rates in muonic atom cascade mainly in 

12 

favor of the results of [9a], indicated earlier also by Markushin et aL 

[7a,b]. However, our 3-+ 2 Coulomb deexcitation rates obtained by 

fits to experimental data in Figs 6 exceed essentially the theoretical 

predictions, including [9a]. Possibly, it could be explained by poor 

information about the cascade parameters which are necessary for 

very small </> used in the fits presented in Figs 6. 

At the same time the qf.' is not so sensitive to the values of Coulomb 

deexcitation rates, especially for small</> [7b] having also c-dependence. 

The essential contribution of Coulomb deexcitation process could ex

plain in natural way the epithermal contribution in the energy dis

tribution of mesonic hydrogen, observed in numerous experiments 

(see e.g. Ponomarev et aL [9b]). 

Investigation of dynamics of the muonic cascade in wide range of</> 

and CH, using the same experimental method is very important in 

order to eliminate possible systematic errors. The investigation of 

dynamics of muonic atom cascade at very small</>~ 10-7 may en

able one to verify the initial stage of the cascade, which is, of course, 

very important for following stages of cascade. In order to obtain 

more reliable information about the characteristics of cascade, tak

ing into account our present analysis, it is necessary to perform 

additional experimental measurements of intensities of K-lines for 

</> = 0.1 7 1 and </> = 10-3 7 10-2 . It is also necessary to calcu

late the rates of Stark mixing and Coulomb deexcitation transitions 

between !-sublevels for all n. The realization of a multiparameter 

Monte-Carlo program is important for the analysis of all complex 

processes determining muonic cascade. 
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calculated fore= 0.04eV and Cse = 0.05 in D2 +3 He. Coulomb 

deexcitation rates were taken from [9c]. 
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bbiCTpHUKHil B.M. H .up. 
BpeMeHH251 3BO.rnvun5I KaCKa.:IHhiX npoueccos MIDOHrthiX <::.To:~!os 

B BOl!OpO.U-feJJll.eBhiX CMeC£X 

El5-99-149 

flOJ1)11-ICHbi BpeMCHHbie 3aBHCHMOCTH 3aCeJ1CHHOCTCii: B036)'2Kll.CHHh!X COCT09.

HHJi M!OOHHh!X aTOMOB BO.UOpO.U<:l. !:"! B0110pO.U-fCJH1eBOfi CMeCH lli12 pa3JHF!EhiX 3Ha-

l.:ICH:Hfi fJiaBHOfO KBaHTOBOfO \fHC.11a n. . 
Hafi..:lCHb! BpeMCHHbiC 3aEHCY.MOCTH t.;MCeJ1 nepexBaqeHHh!X MIOOHOB OT MlOOH

Hb!X aTm.wB eo.uopo.J.a K 51.D.p<iM He. PaccMoTpeHa 3aBHCHMOCTb 3aceneHHOCTH 

OCHOBHOfO COCT05IHH5!. M!O-aTOMa 50ll0pO.la OT BpeMCHH, lli10THOCTH MH!l!eHH H 

KOHUCHTpau,HH reJ!lliL Pe3yJIDT2.Tbl Bbi'iY!CneHHfi Ha.XO.L!.>iTCS 5 CO:JI2.CHH C 3KCITepH

MCHTallhHbiMH llaHHbiMH. CpaaneHHe c 3KcnepHMeHTOM pacqeTHbiX BhiXO.UOB K-JIH.
HHH MlO-pCHTfCHOBCKOfO H3.TIY'-ICHI-Ui 5 ~H.CTOM BOliOPOllC H ,IlefhepHH CB¥-llCTeJib

CTB)'CT 0 C.)llllCCTBCHHOfi ponn npouecca KyJiOHOBCKOro .IlCB036y)KllCHM5! Ml0-2.TO

MOB BOllOpo,aa. P2.Ct!CTbi SKJUO~a!OT T3.K.)KC pacomrpem-re IIpouecca UJTapKOBCKOfO 

CMClllHBaHHS ITO.Il)'pOBHCfi: M!O-aTm.fOB BO.UOpO.IIa, HaxOIDHUHXCS B COCT02Hlli!X C 

n = 2,3. 

Pa6ora somonHel-!a B Jia6op<,lTOpv.r: 9..ZI.CpHbiX npo6neM OH5H1.. 

flpenpHHT Q6,e!li!Ht:HHOrD HHCTI1T}'Ta 51!1ep!iMX ;JCCJle,!!OBaHH}f.)1y6Ea. J999 

Bystritsky V.M. et a!. 
Time-Evo!ution of Cascade Processes of Muonic Atoms 
in Hydrogen-Helium :Mixtures 

El5-99- !49 

Time-dependence of population of muonic hydrogen states in hydrogen-heli
um mixtures is calculated for principal quantum number n. Number of muons 
transferred to helium nuclei is also det~~mined. Dependence of population of the 
ground state of muonic hydrogen q1~c on time and target density and helium con
centration is aiso considered. The results arc in agreement \vit.1 recent experimen
tal data. The comparison of the calculated yield of K lines of x-ray in pure hydro
gen and deuterium with experimental data illdicates on essentiai role of Coulomb 
deexcitation process. Possible Stark mixing is also analyzed. 

The investi2:ation has been Derformed at the Laboratorv of Nuclear Problems, 
JINR. - - , 

Preprint of the Joint institute for Nuclear Rese::J..rch. Dubna. 1999 


